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Training periods: 13 January 2020 – 12 July 2020  
Advisor             : Septi Fahmi Choirisa, S.Kom.I, M.Par 
Confirm that this report is my own work, is not copied from any other person’s work 
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Universitas Multimedia Nusantara or elsewhere. Every citation and quote from different 
sources has been mentioned at Bibliography part in this report. If one day, a fraud in found 
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The objective of this industrial placement is to enhance the skill in Hotel Operations such as 
leadership skill, problem solving, communication skill in Food and Beverage Department 
especially Service. The program began January 13, 2020 until July 12, 2020. The program is 
very important for the writer because writer need to learn many thing from Hotel Industry 
directly. The purpose of this Industrial Placement is to fulfillment in the course curriculum 
and hopefully this industrial placement can add insight into the writer and train the manner 
and attitude of the writer so that later can work with professionals. During this program there 
is one of the problem that the writer found such as miscommunication when the goods of out 
of stock and micros or other systems are down. Writer hope after writer finished the industrial 
placement writer can use the experience to be better so that it can be a basis for writers to 
build a career in the hospitality industry also writer hope this report can useful to reader and 
can become learning materials in carrying out industrial placement. 








Thanks to GOD who has given his bless to the writer for finishing the industrial placement 
report. The writer also wish to express his deep and sincere gratitude for those who have 
guided in completing this report and this report document which took around six months to 
finish. 
Thank you for Mr. Freddie Khoo as Director of Operational, Ms. Stefani Manurung as 
Assistant Director F&B, Ms. Lulu Nabila as Assistant Restaurant Manager, Ms. Runinta Ayu 
as Supervisor Daily Treats, Ms. Devi Permani Putri as Captain Daily Treats, Mr. Augie 
Wirahadikusumah as Human Resources Manager, and Mr. Putra as Human Resources 
Coordinator at The Westin Jakarta Hotel and the entire staff in Food and Beverage 
Department also all trainee.  
Thank you for teach writer many things that writer never get from College. Thank you for 
always caring, also thankful for all lecturer and writer family who never tired of supporting 
the writer. Writer hope that this report can useful for all readers and my juniors at Universitas 
Multimedia Nusantara Hotel Operations Program. Writer hope that they can gain a better 
understanding about the Hotel Industry and increase the knowledge by reading this industrial 
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